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TITLE SUIT NO: 1049 OF 2006
PLAINTIFF: SHRI DIPU DAS Vs
DEFENDANT: SHRI BABUL HAZARIKA

Form no. (J) 2

Heading of judgment in original suit/ case

In the original court of the Munsiff No.1, Kamrup

Present: Yusuf Azaz

THURSDAY, the 14TH day of FEBRUARY,2012

TITLE SUIT NO.1049/ 2006
(Original Title Suit no.392/2004)

1. ON THE DEATH OF RUMI HAZARIKA,
HER HUSBAND SHRI DIPU DAS
                                                                                               Plaintiff v/s
                                                                                               Petitioner/s 
                                                   versus

1. SHRI BABUL HAZARIKA
                                                                                              Defendant/s
                                                                                              Opposite 
party/s

This suit/ case coming on for final hearing on 10/1/2012 in the presence 
of –

SHRI T. SHARMA, Advocate for the plaintiff; and

SHRI S.N NATH, for the defendant,

and having stood for consideration to this day, the court delivered the 
following judgment-
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JUDGMENT

1. The  plaintiff  has  instituted  this  suit  for  the  partition  of  the  suit 
properties.

2. It  would be pertinent to mention herein that  the original plaintiff, 
Rumi  Hazarika  died  during the  pendency  of  the  suit  as  such her 
husband,  Shri  Dipu  Das  was  substituted  as  the  plaintiff.  In  this 
judgment  the words “original  plaintiff”  would mean  the  deceased 
plaintiff  and  the  words  “present  plaintiff”  would  mean  the 
substituted  plaintiff,  Shri  Dipu  Das  unless  the  context  otherwise 
indicates.

3. The brief facts leading to the institution of this suit as is revealed 
from the plaint is that:

4. The pleaded case of the plaintiff is that the suit land belongs to the 
father of the original plaintiff, who initially occupied the suit land 
measuring about 2 Katha 10 Lessas covered by Dag no.119, 131 of 
K.P no.92 situated at village- Sahar Guwahati as a occupancy tenant, 
but  later  on  the  tenancy  was  abolished  in  the  Urban  Areas  of 
Guwahati  as  such  the  father  of  the  original  plaintiff  namely, 
Ratneswar  Hazarika  became the owner.  The original  plaintiff  has 
pleaded that her father was in occupation of the suit land since 1940 
continuously. 

5. The defendant,  Shri  Babul Hazarika is the brother of the original 
plaintiff.  The  original  plaintiff  has  alleged  that  her  father  had 
constructed a residential house over the suit land, and later on this 
house  was  repaired  and  renovated  and  constructed  upon.  The 
plaintiff  has  pleaded  that  Ratneswar  Hazarika  (her  father)  has 
presently  only  one  daughter  namely,  Smti  Debika  Rani  Hazarika 
living apart from the parties to this suit.

6. The  original  plaintiff  has  pleaded  that  of  late  there  arose  some 
dispute and differences with the defendant as such the suit property 
was partitioned into two equal shares. One of the shares is occupied 
by the  defendant  and the  other  share  is  occupied  by the  original 
plaintiff  and  her  mother  (Bhubaneswari  Hazarika).  The  said 
Bhubaneswari  Hazarika died prior to the institution of this suit as 
such the other part is presently in occupation of the plaintiff.  The 
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original plaintiff  has alleged that the defendant of late has started 
obstructing her in possessing the suit land.

7. The plaintiff  further pleaded that  she married with the substituted 
plaintiff  and the  substituted  plaintiff  (Dipu Das)  presently  resides 
with her in the aforesaid share. The original plaintiff has pleaded that 
at the time of death, her mother had handed over the possession of 
the share which is presently in occupation of the plaintiff.

8. The  plaintiff  has  further  pleaded  that  due  to  the  continuous 
obstruction and disturbance the original plaintiff had to institute a 
suit being Title Suit no.222/02 for permanent injunction against the 
defendant. The plaintiff has pleaded that the said suit was dismissed 
but it was held in the said suit that the suit land is left behind by 
Ratneswar  Hazarika  and  the  same  is  not  partitioned  between  his 
legal heirs and further held that the original plaintiff was one of the 
co-sharer in the suit land.

9. In view of the above the original plaintiff has instituted this suit for 
the partition of the suit land.

10.The  defendant  appeared  and  contested  the  suit  by  filing  written 
statement  cum  counter  claim.  The  defendant  admitted  that  the 
original plaintiff is her sister and further admitted that the suit land 
originally  belonged  to  their  father,  Ratneswar  Hazarika.  The 
defendant however stated that this suit is not maintainable in view of 
the earlier Title Suit no.222/2002. The defendant has pleaded that 
this suit is barred by the principles of res- judicata. The defendant 
pleaded  that  he  is  the  exclusive  owner  of  the  suit  land;  as  such 
prayed for eviction of the plaintiff. 

11.Upon the pleadings in the suit my learned predecessor in office had 
framed the following issues in this suit-

(1) Whether the suit is maintainable in law as well as on facts?

(2) Whether the suit is barred by the principle of res judicata?

(3) Whether the plaintiff is entitled to get the decree for partition?
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Issues on Counter claim

(1) Whether the defendant is the absolute owner of the suit 
land and property?

(2)  Whether  the  defendant  is  entitled  to  get  the  decree  as 
prayed for in the counter claim?

12.It would be pertinent to mention herein that my learned predecessor 
in office had passed the judgment in this case and dismissed the suit 
by its judgment and order dated 10/2/2009 on the ground that the suit 
is barred by res- judicata. The plaintiff thereafter preferred appeal 
against  the said judgment  and the Hon,ble Appellate Court  by its 
judgment and decree dated 19/5/2009 in Title Appeal no.27/2009 set 
aside the aforesaid judgment and decree on the ground that the suit is 
not barred by res- judicata; and further directed this court to frame an 
additional issue which reads as “Whether the plaintiff is entitled to 
partition of the suit land?” and remanded the case for fresh disposal.

13.In view of the above this court has to decide and additional issue as 
mentioned above.

14.Both the parties adduced evidence in support of their case.

15.I have heard the learned counsel for both the parties.  The learned 
counsel  for the plaintiff has submitted that the suit  is liable to be 
decreed, because the plaintiff is admittedly in possession of the suit 
land and further because the Hon,ble Court in the earlier Title Suit 
no.222/2002 has held that the original plaintiff is the co- owner of 
the suit land.

16.The learned counsel for the defendant has contended that the suit is 
not maintainable because the husband is not entitled to succeed to 
the suit land; hence the suit is liable to be dismissed.

DISCUSSION,  DECISION  AND  REASONS  FOR  THE 
DECISION:
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ISSUE NO.2: Whether the suit is barred by the principle of res  
judicata?

17.The defendant had pleaded that the suit is barred by res judicata. 

18.This issue is already answered by the Hon,ble Appellate Court in the 
Title Appeal No.27/2009  by its judgment and order dated 19/5/2010 
wherein it is held that the suit is not barred by res- judicata; as such it 
is held that the suit is not barred by res- judicata.

19.DECISION:   The suit is not barred by res- judicata.

ISSUE NO.3 & ADDITIONAL ISSUE: Whether the plaintiff  is  
entitled to get the decree for partition?// Whether the plaintiff is  
entitled to partition of the suit land?

20.The original plaintiff has pleaded that she is entitled to partition of 
the suit  land; whereas the defendant  has pleaded that  the original 
plaintiff is not entitled to the partition of the suit land.

21.It  is  already  stated  above that  the  original  plaintiff  had instituted 
Title Suit no.222/2002 against the defendant in respect of the suit 
land and it  was held in the aforesaid suit  that the suit  land is the 
property  of  Ratneswar  Hazarika  (predecessor  in  interest  of  the 
parties to this suit) and further it was held that the original plaintiff is 
the co-owner of the suit land.

22.In view of the above decision in Title Suit no.222/2002, this court is 
not required to decide as to whether the original plaintiff is entitled 
to a share in the suit land or not, because the aforesaid decision of a 
competent court in Title Suit no.222/2002 is binding upon the parties 
to this suit. In view of the above it is held that the original plaintiff is 
the co-owner of the suit land; hence she was entitled to a share in the 
suit land.

23.It is an admitted fact that the suit land is the ancestral property of the 
parties to the suit and that the original plaintiff had inherited the suit 
land from her father. 
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24.The fact that the original plaintiff had inherited the suit land from her 
father assumes importance in determining as to whether the present 
plaintiff is entitled to a share in the suit land and entitled to partition 
the suit land.

25.In the instant  case  at  hand the original  plaintiff  had died leaving 
behind only her husband (present plaintiff)  and she has no son or 
daughter.

26.The section 15(2) of the Hindu Succession Act,1956 deals with the 
succession of the properties of a hindu female who died without any 
son or daughter. The aforesaid section 15 of the Hindu Succession 
Act,1956 is reproduced below for ready reference-

“15. General rules of succession in the case of female Hindus.—
(1) The property of a female Hindu dying intestate shall devolve  
according to the rules set out in section 16,—

(a) firstly,  upon  the  sons  and  daughters  (including  the  
children of any pre-deceased son or daughter) and the husband;

(b) secondly, upon the heirs of the husband;

(c) thirdly, upon the mother and father;

(d) fourthly, upon the heirs of the father; and

(e) lastly, upon the heirs of the mother.

(2) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-section (1),—

(a) any  property  inherited  by  a  female  Hindu  from  her  
father  or  mother  shall  devolve,  in  the  absence  of  any  son  or  
daughter  of  the  deceased  (including  the  children  of  any  pre-
deceased son or daughter), not upon the other heirs referred to in  
sub-section (1) in the order specified therein, but upon the heirs of  
the father; and

(b) any  property  inherited  by  a  female  Hindu  from  her  
husband or from her father-in-law shall devolve, in the absence of  
any son or daughter of the deceased (including the children of any  
pre-deceased son or daughter) not upon the other heirs referred to  
in sub-section (1) in the order specified therein, but upon the heirs  
of the husband.”
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27.The perusal of the aforesaid section 15 (2) clearly shows that if a 
Hindu female has died intestate without any son or daughter, then 
the  properties  inherited  by  her  from her  father  or  mother  would 
devolve upon the heirs of her father and not upon her husband or 
upon the heirs of her husband. 

28.The aforesaid  section  15(2)  of  the  Hindu Succession  Act,1956 is 
squarely applicable to the facts of this case and as such the present 
plaintiff is not entitled to inherit the suit land, because admittedly the 
suit  land is inherited by the original  plaintiff  from her father  and 
mother; hence the aforesaid suit land would devolve upon the heirs 
of her father, i.e the defendant in this suit and upon the surviving 
sister namely, Smti Debika Rani Hazarika.

29.In  a  similar  case  of  V.Dandapani  Chittiar  Vs  Balasubramanian 
Cheittiar [(2003) 6 SCC 633] the Hon,ble Apex Court has held that-

“9. The above section propounds a definite and uniform scheme of  
succession to the property of a female Hindu who dies intestate  
after the commencement of the Act. This section groups the heirs  
of a female intestate into five categories described as Entries (a) to  
(e) and specified Sub-section (1). Two exceptions both of the same  
nature are engrafted by Sub-section (2) on the otherwise uniform  
order  of  succession  prescribed  by  Sub-section  (1).  the  two  
exceptions are that if  the female dies without leaving any issue,  
then (1) in respect of property inherited by her from her father or  
mother, that property will devolve not according to the order laid  
down in the five Entries (a) to (e), but upon the heirs of the father,  
and (2) in respect of property inherited by her from her husband or  
father-in-law it will devolve not according to the order laid down in  
the five Entries (a) to (e) of Sub-section (1) but upon the heirs of  
the husband. The two exceptions mentioned above are confined to  
property 'inherited' from the father, mother, husband, and father-
in-law of the female Hindu and to not affect property acquired by  
her by gift or by device under a Will of any of them. The present  
Section 15 has to be read in conjunction with Section 16 which  
evolves a new and uniform order of succession to her property and  
regulates the manner of its distribution. In other words, the order  
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of succession in case of property inherited by her from her father  
or mother,  it  operation is confined to the case of dying without  
leaving a son, a daughter or a children of any pre-deceased son or  
daughter.

10. Sub-section (2) of Section 15 carves out an exception in case of  
a female dying intestate without leaving son, daughter or children  
of  a  pre-deceased  son  or  daughter.  In  such  a  case,  the  rule  
prescribed is to find out the source from which she has inherited  
the property. If it is inherited from her father or mother, it would  
devolve as prescribed under Section 15(2)(a). If it is inherited by  
her from her husband or father-in-law, it would devolve upon the  
heirs  of  her husband under Section 15(2)(b).  The clause enacts  
that in a case where the property is inherited by a female from her  
father or mother, it would devolve not upon the other heirs,  but  
upon the heirs of her father. This would mean that if there is no  
son or daughter including the children of any pre-deceased son or  
daughter, then the property would devolve upon the heirs of her  
father. Result would be - if property is inherited by a female from  
her father or her mother, neither her husband or his heirs would  
get  such  property,  but  it  would  revert  back  to  the  heirs  of  her  
father.”

30.In view of the above settled position of law it is held that the present 
plaintiff  is  not  entitled to any share in the suit  land as he cannot 
inherit  the  property  left  behind  by  her  wife,  which  property  is 
inherited by his wife from her parents.

31.DECISION:   The present plaintiff is not entitled to a share in the suit 
land neither he is entitled to partition the suit land; as such both the 
issues are answered in the negative, in favour of the defendant.

ISSUE NO.1: Whether the suit is maintainable in law as well as on  
facts?

32.The present suit is not maintainable as the present plaintiff has no 
interest  in  the  suit  land  and  he  cannot  be  termed  as  a  legal 
representative of the deceased original plaintiff.
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33.The right to sue in the present suit in fact does not survive upon the 
death  of  the original  plaintiff,  because  the present  plaintiff  is  not 
entitled to inherit the suit land.

34.In view of the above the suit is not maintainable.

35.DECISION:   The suit is not maintainable.

ISSUE NO.1 OF COUNTER CLAIM: Whether the defendant is  
the absolute owner of the suit land and property?

36.The  original  plaintiff  has  claimed  that  the  suit  land  is  the  joint 
property; whereas the defendant has pleaded that the suit land is his 
sole property.

37.In  view  of  the  decision  rendered  in  the  Title  Suit  no.222/2002 
wherein it  is  held that  the suit  land is  the property of  Ratneswar 
Hazarika, it is held that this issue is barred by res judicata. 

38.The defendant cannot challenge the aforesaid decision in this case; 
as such it is held that the suit land is not the sole property of the 
defendant, because as held in Title Suit no.222/2002, the aforesaid 
suit land is the property of Ratneswar Hazarika; as such even after 
the  death  of  the  original  plaintiff,  the  aforesaid  property  would 
devolve upon the defendant and the surviving daughter, Smti Debika 
Rani Hazarika.

39.DECISION:   The defendant is not the absolute owner of the suit land.

ISSUE NO.2 OF COUNTER CLAIM: Whether the defendant is  
entitled to get the decree as prayed for in the counter claim?

40.In view of the discussions made above wherein it is held that the 
present  plaintiff  is  not  entitled  to  partition  of  the  suit  land;  and 
further that the plaintiff is not entitled to inherit the suit land, it is 
held that the plaintiff  is  a trespasser  over the suit  land; hence the 
defendant is entitled to a decree for eviction of the present plaintiff 
from the suit land and premise. As the defendant is a co-owner of the 
suit  land  alongwith  his  sister,  Smti  Debika  Rani  Hazarika,  the 
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defendant is competent to maintain this suit alone against the present 
plaintiff, who happens to be a trespasser over the suit land, after the 
death of the original plaintiff.

ORDER

41.In view of the discussions made above and the decisions reached in 
the foregoing issues it is held that the suit of the plaintiff is dismissed 
on contest with cost. The counter claim is partly decreed and it is 
directed that the present plaintiff do vacate the suit land and premise 
within two month from the date of this decree or else the defendant 
would be entitled to execute the decree and evict the present plaintiff 
from the suit land. The plaintiff do pay to the defendant the cost of 
the counter claim.

42.Prepare decree accordingly.

Given under my hand and the seal of this court on this the 14th day of 
February,2012 at Guwahati.

Yusuf Azaz,
Munsiff No.1, Kamrup
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